Applied Risk OT Solution Snapshot

Applied Risk can help your organisation to translate guidance of the globally recognised IEC 62443 standards into a cyber security framework that is tailored to your production environment.

Applied Risk provides the expertise needed to help you create a security framework that is tailored protect your organisation's industrial control and automation systems. This framework will align with current business practices, effectively addresses gaps within your current cyber security practices and effectively reduce the likelihood and impact of security incidents.

Based on the organisation’s desired maturity and identified key risks, a policy is created that outlines the objectives for the protection of the Operations Technology (OT) systems. This is then supplemented by a (set of) procedures that describe how the objectives can be achieved. A roadmap on how to implement and sustain controls defined in the new policies and procedures complements the overall framework.

Key Benefits

- Translates generic external standards into executable processes
- Facilitates communication with stakeholders on requirements and clarifies responsibilities
- Create the foundation to measure effectiveness of the security practices and benchmarks within the organisation
- Comprehensively address all key areas of cyber security to protect your OT

Deliverables

Applied Risk will deliver the following documents as part of the OT Cyber Security Framework service:

- High level policy based on globally recognised IEC 62443 security standards
- Detailed procedures defining requirements, controls and responsibilities for key areas such as asset management, access control, governance, training, system development and maintenance, business continuity and disaster recovery
- A clear roadmap to roll-out the policy and supporting processes defined in the new framework with implementation of required technical measures
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